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 Widget Hand Stress Relief Focus Fidget Spinner Toy -
Green 0683-GN

Price: $ 11.98

SKU: 879942006803-0683-GN
In stock: 12
Product Categories: Toys for Boys, Toys for Girls
Product Page: 
https://babyfamilygifts.com/shop/toys-and-hobbies/toys-for-boys/widget-hand-stres
s-relief-focus-fidget-spinner-toy-green-0683-gn

Product Description

Spinner is a small gadget that helps killing time and relieving Stress, Anxiety and
Boredom. It's not only fun and interesting, but also effective for focus and deep
thought. It's mini enough to carry in your pocket, you can spin it for fun anytime
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and everywhere. Moreover, it's perfect for fidgety hands, ADHD sufferers.
Features:

- Compact portable size, DIY Design, easy to assemble, you can spin it in one
hand rapidly when it gain a impetus from your other hand. With practice,
advanced users can hold, spin and stop the spinner using only one hand. A
great toy for killing time, helping relieve stress, Anxiety and Boredom, etc. -
Not 3D Printing. Made of Nylon kind of Soft and Environmental Material,
Stronger than ABS plastic for Longer Service Life, and Not Easy to Break when
falling off. - Fine craftsmanship and quality brings Smooth Feeling and
approximately 2-3 minutes Spin Time with one strike. Small enough to carry in
your pocket, you can spin it for fun anytime and everywhere. It's fun and
interesting effective for Focus and Deep Thought. - Fidget Spinner is a small
spinning device designed to keep your hands busy and your mind focused.
Perfect size, suitable for adults and kids over 16 years old. Moreover, it's
perfect for fidgety hands, ADHD sufferers. - How to use: Hold spinner in one
hand and use the other hand to spin it rapidly and keep it spinning indefinitely
by using small continuous strikes. Spinners can start and stop spinning only
with the help of one finger.

Attention: spinner can not be washed by water! Doesn't glow in the dark!
On the additional image shown are other colors from the same collection. each
color sold separately.

Product Attributes

- Dimensions: N/A
- Weight: 0.2500 lbs
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